Cysteine Scanning Mutagenesis of TM4b-4c Loop of Glutamate Transporter EAAT1 Reveals Three Conformationally Sensitive Residues.
Glutamatergic synaptic transmitters are cleared from the synaptic cleft through excitatory amino acid transporters (EAATs) that are responsible for recycling glutamate and transporting it into neurons and glial cells. To probe the structural role of the TM4b-4c loop of EAAT1 (Rattus norvegicus), each of the 57 amino acid residues was mutated to cysteine. Thirteen of the single mutants have very low transport activity. Aqueous accessibility of the introduced cysteines from the remaining mutants was then explored by membrane-permeant and membrane-impermeant sulfhydryl reagents in different conditions. F190C, V238C, and A243C were affected by MTSET, whereas Q189C, F190C, V238C, A243C, and L244C were sensitive to MTSEA. Q189C and L244C transport activity was diminished in the presence of potassium, which is expected to favor the inward-facing conformation of the transporter. Inversely, L244C was protected by glutamate. The modification of A243C by MTSEA was enhanced by either potassium and glutamate or dl-threo-β-benzyloxyaspartate. From these results, we suggest that residues F190C, V238C, and A243C may be located near the extracellular surface, and the TM4b-4c loop forms multiple reentrant membrane loops on the cell surface. Alternatively, F190C, V238C, and A243C may function in the transport pathway, which is exposed to MTSET. In addition, Q189C, A243C, and L244C are conformationally sensitive and may play a role in the transport cycle.